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Service Number 33903120

Sample Size Remaining 1944 case

Rank Enlisted Man

Arm of Service Infantry, Parachute Troops

Age 19

Race Unknown

Length of Service

Month of Admission December

Year of Admission 1944

Last Treatment Facility Not in a medical installation prior to death

Circumstances 
Surrounding Injury

Injuries intentionally inflicted by another person ; (except Military Enemy or Guard, Sentry, MP, etc.)

Type of Case Casualty, battle

Type of Admission New

Type of Diagnosis Sole diagnosis, no history of prior disease, injury; or battle casualty

Line of Duty In line of duty

1st Diagnosis  Killed in action

1st Anatomical Location  Unknown, code not applicable

1st Operation

2nd Diagnosis

2nd Anatomical Location

2nd Operation

3rd Diagnosis

Causative Agent  None or Unknown

Disposition

Cause of Disposition First diagnosis field

Month of Disposition December

Year of Disposition 1944

Total Days (non-effective)

Hospital Days

Current Days /Gen Hosp Overseas Day

Place of Final Cure

Final Result

Source:  This information was obtained from the Hospital Admission Card 
data file (1944-1945) created by the Office of the Surgeon General 
Department of the Army.  In 1970 the National Research Council first 
compiled this for statistical purposes using the EMTs (Emergency Medical 
Tags) and other Office of the Surgeon General Office Records during 
WWII.  
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ATTACK AND WITHDRAWAL 63 

506-1 
PLAN OF 1430 ATTACK 
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A was blocked by heavy tank fire immediately and after a small 
advance was forced to return to the village. But on the flanks, 
B and C went on until they reached the lower slopes of the 
objective ridges and started to climb. At that moment the enemy 
tanks came against them, supported by some infantry. A few 
of the paratroopers kept going; their snow-covered bodies were 
found on the ridges weeks later.6 But the greater part of the two 
companies went to earth and sought whatever cover was at hand. 
Then they continued to slug it out with their small arms as best 
they could. They could hardly see the enemy at any time. The 
fog was closing down again and it was mixed with the smoke 
drifting over from the fires of Noville. 

They held the ground until dark.7 Then Colonel LaPrade's 
men fell back on Noville. The fighting on the slopes had cost 
the battalion heavily but the; men thought they had caused equal 








